Summary -A set of Drosophila melanogaster strains of common origin, but with different fitness characteristics, established either spontaneously or after selection for the specific fitness parameters, appear to induce non-P-element-mediated gonadal atrophy in appropriate crosses to tester strains containing or lacking hobo elements (H and E strains 
INTRODUCTION
The evaluation of the genetic consequences of selection is one of the key purposes of population genetics, especially in the context of the theory of breeding (Hill and Caballero, 1992) . To address this problem, a set of Drosophila melanogaster strains, originating from a natural population from Yessentuki (Russia), was established after close inbreeding and long-term selection for differences in male mating activity. Selection for low male mating activity also led to correlated changes in a number of morphological, physiological, behavioural, biochemical and genetic features which, altogether, greatly reduced the overall fitness of these strains, and thus made it possible to characterize them as low fitness or high fitness strains (reviewed in Kaidanov, 1980 Kaidanov, , 1990 .
In spite of the close inbreeding, these strains appeared to possess a significant genetic load and a high rate of spontaneous mutability, including the occurrence of chromosomal rearrangements (Kaidanov, 1980 (Kaidanov, , 1990 Kaidanov et al, 1991) .
Experiments directed to investigate the sources of this genetic instability showed that in the course of isogenization of the strains' 2nd chromosomes in order to evaluate their genetic loads and the rates of spontaneous mutability, the female progeny exhibited a high rate of gonadal dystrophy (GD) . In these crosses, males from one of the low fitness strains, LA, were crossed with the females of a laboratory strain containing a balancer for the 2nd chromosome. This finding was highly reminiscent of hybrid dysgenesis, a syndrome attributed to the activation of the transposable elements P or hobo (Louis and Yannopoulos, 1988; Blackman and Gelbart, 1989; Engels, 1989) . Since it was known that LA does not contain any P elements in its genome (Pasyukova et al, 1987) , the probability that hobo elements were responsible for the GD sterility detected was checked by crosses to appropriate tester strains, containing or lacking hobo elements. These experiments revealed the presence of active hobo elements in LA (Kaidanov et al, 1991) Kaidanov (1980 Kaidanov ( , 1990 Stamatis et al, 1989 (Kaidanov et al, 1991) . The test for male mating activity was performed as described by Kaidanov (1980 Kaidanov ( , 1990 The GD sterility assay was performed according to the conditions described by Yannopoulos (1978) . To determine the hobo-activity potential, the males of the strain under investigation were crossed with the CyL/Pm tester females, while to determine the hobo-repression potential, the females of the strain were crossed with 23.5MRFICyL' males. As a control, the GD sterility assay was also performed both within-strain and for the reciprocal crosses. All crosses were performed at 25°C to maximize the manifestation of H-E hybrid dysgenesis (Stamatis et al, 1989 ).
Female progeny were collected every day and transferred to fresh vials for 3-4 d for maturation of the gonads, which were then dissected to analyze their morphology. The induction of GD-sterility was measured as the frequency of atrophic gonads. For each strain, 1-4 replicates of each cross were performed and 50-500 females were scored.
Genomic DNA for Southern-blot hybridization was extracted from 200 flies/ strain as described by Ashburner (1989) . Approximately 2 pg DNA was digested with Xho I restriction endonuclease, separated electrophoretically in 1.2% agarose gels and blotted onto nylon membrane filters following standard protocols (Sambrook et al, 1989) . Hybridization was performed according to Church and Gilbert (1984) using as a probe 32P-labelled plasmid pHFLl which contains a complete hobo element (Blackman et al, 1989 ).
In situ hybridization to salivary gland polytene chromosomes was performed as described by Ashburner (1989) Unlike the case of copia-like elements, which transpose from/to specific sites during selection for high and low fitness (Pasyukova et al, 1986) , we observed an almost complete reshuffling in the cytological localization of hobo elements. Our data may imply that the process of change in male mating activity of the strains also changed some genetic mechanisms regulating the activity of hobo elements.
In spite of the fact that hobo elements have been studied for almost a decade, little is known about the mechanisms regulating their activity in the genome. Unlike active P elements, which are fully suppressed by a P cytotype, and are inactive in the germline and can be mobilized under normal conditions (ie without considering strains containing engineered P elements) only in dysgenic crosses (see Engels, 1989) , hobo elements can transpose within the strains known to contain active hobo elements without a need for outcrosses (Blackmann et al, 1987; Hatzopoulos et al, 1987; Lim, 1988) and they seem to also be active in somatic cells (Kim and Belyaeva, 1991) . The fact that hobo may play a significant role in population biology is also exemplified by the finding that these elements have been found to be located on the breakpoints of naturally occurring inversions (Lyttle and Haymer, 1992 (P6riquet et al, 1989; 1990) but also other genetic factors, acting in both maternal and zygotic fashion (Ho et al, 1993) . Some recent findings also imply that these mechanisms can be flexible, as the hobo-activity and hobo-repression potentials in natural populations can vary seasonally and change rapidly when wild strains are brought into a laboratory environment (Zabalou et al, 1991 
